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Climate change

• 	It’s	real	
• 	It’s	us	
• 	Experts	agree	
• 	It	could	be	bad	
• 	There’s	hope	



It’s real
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Reduc<on of Arc<c sea ice



Reduc<on of Arc<c sea ice
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It’s us



Fourier (1823)

𝑆(1−𝛼)×𝜋𝑅↑2 =𝜎𝑇↑4 ×4𝜋𝑅↑2   ⇒  𝑇=−17℃ 



Arrhenius (1895)



The anthropogenic (as opposed to 
natural) greenhouse effect



ALribu<on using climate 
models

ð climate models successfully simulate 20th-century climate 
only if they include anthropogenic effects 

EXCLUDING CO2 INCLUDING CO2 

temperature 
change (°C) 



Experts agree





It could be bad



How do we measure the past 
climate?



Past 400,000 years
present 

Data from air trapped in Antarctic ice cores. 



Ocean 
acidification! 



There’s hope



Per capita CO2 emissions 
and life expectancy

USA 



Climate models



Climate models
• 	It’s	not	a	ques7on	of	whether	they	are	“right”	or	
“wrong”,	but	whether	they	are	useful	(for	a	par7cular	
defined	purpose)	

• 	Climate	models	are	used	by	(among	many	others):	
• Fossil	fuel	companies,	to	reconstruct	paleoclimates	and	
find	fossil	fuel	deposits	(Peter	Jacobs,	PhD	researcher)	

• The	insurance	sector,	to	es7mate	risks	from	extreme	
events	

• 	Emergent	proper7es	include	ENSO,	jet	streams,	
hurricanes,	mid-la7tude	cyclones,	blocking	events…	



Climate models



How are computer climate 
predic<ons made?



How are computer climate 
predic<ons made?



Climate models



How hot will it get?

(Stern review, 2006) danger! 



(Stern review, 2006) 



Ver<cal structure of global 
warming

°C/10y Temperature 
changes driven by 

CO2 in IPCC climate 
simulations 

Vallis et al. (2015) 



Ver<cal structure of global 
warming

Temperature 
changes 1960–2012 

measured by 
radiosondes 

Sherwood & Nishant (2015) 



Rising	sea	levels	and	
storm	surges	threaten	

coastal	airports		

Warmer	air	
imposes	take-off	
weight	restric7ons	

ShiTing	wind	paUerns	
modify	op7mal	flight	

routes	and	fuel	
consump7on	

Stronger	jet-stream	
wind	shears	increase	
clear-air	turbulence	

More	extreme	
weather	causes	
disrup7ons	and	

delays	

Climate change impacts on aviation 

Puempel	&	Williams	(2016)	
ICAO	Environmental	Report	





More extreme weather: lightning 

•  The annual number of lightning strikes in the USA is predicted to increase 
by an average of 11.9% per °C of global warming (Romps et al. 2014) 

•  This figure equates to an increase of about 50% over this century 



More extreme weather: lightning 

Clark et al. (2017) 



Turbulence



Turbulence



“Slight strain against seat 
belts; unsecured objects may 
be displaced slightly; food 
service may be conducted 
with little difficulty walking” 

“Definite strain against 
seat belts; unsecured 
objects are dislodged; 
f o o d s e r v i c e a n d 
walking are difficult” 

“Occupants are forced 
violently against seat belts; 
unsecured objects are 
tossed about; food service 
and walking are impossible” 

59% 
(43-68%) 

75% 
(39-96%) 

94% 
(37-118%) 

127% 
(30-170%) 

149% 
(36-188%) 

Williams (2017) 



Storer, Williams & Joshi (2017) 

Turbulence increases 





Summary
•  The climate has always changed and always will 

•  However, the present changes are well outside the 
range of natural variability and may be explained only 
by anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions 

•  The climate will continue to warm unless carbon 
emissions are cut, but there remains considerable 
uncertainty about the exact amount of warming 

•  We cannot rule out the possibility of abrupt major 
changes (e.g. Gulf Stream collapse), but expert 
opinion is sharply divided and research is ongoing 



Any ques<ons?
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